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Revista Elle1 vol. Erika Palomino.. “Celebrities, Models, Books, and Changes in Fashion Taste and Fashion Magazine Distribution”, Fashion Marketing Quarterly, vol. by Erika Palomino, is a book whose purpose
is to explain for the first time what editors of fashion magazines are all about. And they reveal a lot about how the global fashion industry works. Fashion editorials are published almost exclusively by the editors
of high-end fashion magazines. Erika Palomino tells you that fashion is the avenue between mass media and the high-end world. In the first chapter, she makes sure to explain that although stylists choose clothes
that look great on the models and are a reflection of their personality, to the reader their job is to look good, too. She presents of the different roles the editors can play, and she reveals how the same people
work for different publishers. Other chapters focus on the different magazines, what makes them different, and what the editors care about most, as well as how the publishers of fashion magazines work with
other industries and editors of mass media such as Marie Claire. She also describes how the fashion industry creates an aura of glamour and mystery, and how the editors of fashion magazines must combine
these elements with more mundane aspects such as accessibility, plus size, and celebrity. . “Celebrities, Models, Books, and Changes in Fashion Taste and Fashion Magazine Distribution”, Fashion Marketing
Quarterly, . As you can see, Erika Palomino is a very talented fashion blogger and it’s a pleasure to read through her book. The fashion industry is a rich and diverse industry, and the editor is a key part of it.
Although they come from different backgrounds, they all share the same goals and dreams. Fashion editors create their own styles that they hope to see taken up by other models.. “Celebrities, Models, Books,
and Changes in Fashion Taste and Fashion Magazine Distribution”, Fashion Marketing Quarterly, The editor is the person responsible for deciding who they think will look best on the shoot, and what will appeal
to the readers of their magazines. Editors must not only be aware of current trends, but they must also know which styles are in style at any time. This is why they sometimes cross the border of the fashion world
and find themselves in beauty, celebrity, or other editorial areas. Erika Palomino, for example, worked for years with beauty brands
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